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The circular economy: 
jobs and opportunities for 

the Social and Solidarity 
Economy in the Paris  

Region by 2030

There are myriad reports according to which the eco-
nomy of the future will be “circular”. That economy, 
focused on the preservation of resources and zero was-
te, will generate new activities and create new jobs. 
But which activities? And what kind of companies will 
benefit?
In order to reply to these new questions, Auxilia ini-
tiated an action-research on the potential for job crea-
tion for actors in the Social and Solidarity Economy 
linked to the development of the circular economy in 
the Paris Region. Thanks to the philanthropic support 
of J.P. Morgan and to the technical contributions of our 
many partners – Ares, Vitamine T, Les Compagnons du 
Devoir, Le Bons profils, and Mozaik RH – it was possi-
ble to apply an original prospective methodology. Over 
the course of more than a year of investigation, the 
approach encompassed a document-based situational 
report, a series of qualitative interviews, a number of 
collaborative workshops, and the development of what 
we have called prospective ”success scenarios”.  
Focusing on action, this original study calls upon the 
ecosystem to develop projects in the priority sectors 
identified. In particular, thanks to an investment of 30 
million dollars between now to 2025 in priority nei-
ghbourhoods the Seine-Saint-Denis and, more broad-
ly, the Paris Region, J.P. Morgan will apply its philan-
thropic approach to supporting the area’s emerging 
economies. 

Focus on 2030:  
3 leading sectors in the Paris Region
After a shared situational research project focusing on 
the dynamics of the circular economy in the Paris Re-
gion in more than a dozen different fields, three prio-
rity sectors were retained as having the most probable 
and strongest impact on job creation in the Social and 
Solidarity Economy between now and 2030:
• Organic waste management. Objective 2030: structu-

ring the organic waste prevention and management 
sector in the Paris Region with a view to transforming 
it into a major source of jobs in the waste sector.

• Managing resources from the construction industry. 
Objective 2030: supplying in a significant manner 
construction/renovation projects with organically 
sourced materials and re-employable waste collected 
in the Paris Region.

• Developing recycling centres. Objective 2030: tri-
pling the number of pick-up points and points of sale 
of waste materials collected in the Paris Region.       

Based on an analysis of “critical factors” of an economic, 
political, technological and societal nature, they describe 
a trajectory in terms of job creation in those sectors, dis-
tinguishing the situation in 2021, 2025, and 2030. That 
trajectory is not only the object of a dedicated narrative, 
but also of a graphic.  
From a general viewpoint, by removing obstacles and 
applying the appropriate levers, over 30,000 jobs could 
be created in the Paris Region by 2030 in these sectors 
alone. 

Recommendations  
to actors
Via an analysis of the “critical factors” highlighted, 
prospective success scenarios reveal the essential fac-
tors to be unblocked or accelerated with a view to crea-
ting a solidarity-based circular economy in the Paris 
Region by 2030.  

Government agencies: maintaining 
long-term commitment  
• By giving a good example, government agencies, 

will lend credibility to the orientations provided by 
public policy (public procurement, infrastructure 
projects).

• Government agencies should also act on regulations  
in order to orient the decisions of economic actors 
so that the circular economy becomes the norm: 
orientation of EPR sectors towards the reuse of was-
te, local preference in public procurement, limiting 
soil artificialization, introduction of means of moni-
toring current regulations, etc.

• Taxation is, in this regard, one of the most important 
levers in terms of supporting activities in the circu-
lar economy (reduction in VAT in repair and reuse?) 
and sanctioning practices that have a negative im-
pact on the circular economy.

• Support for initiatives, financial or otherwise, is also 
required : raising of awareness, subsidies designed 
to support economic models, first jobs, committed 
land use policies, etc. 

Actors in the SSE: seizing the 
opportunity offered by the circular 
economy 
• Today, actors in the SSE are able to position themsel-

ves in sectors seen as having high potential notably 
by encouraging integration through the economy 
and working in tandem with traditional companies. 

• These structures are also, historically speaking, those 
best positioned to increase the awareness of members 
of the public, an essential factor in the deployment 
of the circular economy, vis-à-vis “citizen-users”, “ci-
tizen-consumers”, and “citizen-voters”. In line with 
this approach to raising-awareness, actors in the So-
cial and Solidarity Economy should also promote the 
development of a circular economy.

• Actors in the Social and Solidarity Economy will also 
be expected to be at the forefront in terms of tra-
ining, by being innovative in the development of 
courses, supporting the emergence of new profes-
sions and training approaches, and ensuring that 
they are attractive.

Traditional companies:  
training and coherency
• As well as giving a good example, companies should 

also act in a decisive manner by encouraging circular 
furniture, setting up compostors, raising awareness 
among their employees, and applying responsible 
procurement policies. 

• Companies should ensure that their products are co-
herent  with the development of a circular economy: 
effective respect for regulations, development of 
eco-design, development of partnerships with actors 
in the Social and Solidarity Economy who already 
have expertise in these fields. 

• Lastly, companies should dare to take risks by com-
mitting to economic models that will produce bene-
fits in the long-term. If large groups, which generally 
benefit from a solid financial situation, cannot take 
risks to build a resilient economy that generates we-
llbeing, then who can?  

Analysis of the dynamics of the circular economy and  
high-potential sectors, projections on a probable and 
desirable future for 2030, identification of levers of ac-
tion... the results of the study are a vibrant call for action. 

So, will you climb the wall with us?

squared

Circular 
jobs
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PROSPECTIVE SCENARIO 2030

25 000 2 000 5 000
 

New Jobs in the construction 
industry relayed to organically 

sourced materials and  
re-employable waste

 

New jobs related to the 
development of recycling 
centres in Paris Region

 

New jobs related  
to organic waste  

management
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IN 2030 : BIOWASTE INDUSTRY HAS A HIGH SOCIAL  
AND ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT

2030

2029

2028

2027

2026

2025

2024

2023

2022

2021

2020

2019

Awareness

Framework

Composting

Training course

Energy price

Methanation

Career changes and 
new hires

Skills and training 
units

Biowaste 
sorting center 
widespread 

Circular economy professions 
are recognized by society and 

public authorities

Social awareness

Awareness 
campaigns 

Success of the 
challenges 
“zero waste 

families”
Advocacy with 
local authorities 
and companies

Nearly 2000 jobs  
in valorisation activities

Financing of biomethane 
industry  x3 

Growth of village 
power plants and 
small methanation 

units

Opposition to large 
methanation sites

1/3 of buses run on bioGNV

Energy price 
rising

16K collective composters

Urban farming 
development

Specialization of 
2000 bio-waste 
drivers/collectors

240 
methanation 

units

Local composters 
networking
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IN 2030 : ILE-DE-FRANCE IS AN URBAN  
AND AGRICULTURAL WEALTH

2030

2029

2028

2027

2026

2025

2024

2023

2022

2021

2020

2019

Awareness

Framework

Estate availability

Training course

Energy price

Major development projects

Retraining and  
new hiring

New training in 
biosourced and re-use

Merging of know-how for 
new training courses

Relevant legislation requires 
bioconstruction

Regional network 
through local storage 
and logistics platforms

IdF local ressources 
are an urban and 
agricultural wealth

Raising citizens’ 
awareness through 

participating 
budgets or 

construction sites

Trade and skills campus 
for emulation around eco-

design and R&D

Scarcity of resources 
and rising prices for 

conventional materials

Circular and 
learning 

construction site

The ER* 2025 
promotes materials 

second life

Waste collection 
sites and shopping 
centers transformed 

into upcycling 
centers and logistics 

zones

Oil and material peaks 
enhance reverse logistics

Développement de 
l’agriculture urbaine

Waste taxes 
increasing

Feet’s building site 
reorganization 

The ER* 2020 
promotes 
the use of 

biosourced 
materials
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IN 2030 : WELCOME TO THE ILE-DE-FRANCE OF FAIR TRADE RE-USE

2030

2029

2028

2027

2026

2025

2024

2023

2022

2021

2020

2019

Awareness

Buying power

Estate availability

Training course

Re-use conditions

Public/private support 

New training and 1st school of 
repair and solidarity re-use in Seine 

St Denis

Financing of corporate 
foundations

Estate access by local 
authorities

10 sports upcycling centers, 8 toy upcycling 
centers, 9 DIY and gardening upcycling centres 

in Ile-de-France

Allocation of 
part of the eco-
contribution to 
the fair trade 

re-use

Financing of 
corporate foundations

Stagnation of the 
purchasing power

First re-use training 
courses are created

Environmental 
crisis is in favour 

of re-use

Regulatory framework 
is in favor of reuse

Attractiveness of the 
population for these social and 

environmental initiatives

Growing 
demand for 
second-hand 

products

Reuse gestures are 
part of everyday life

Each major metropolis has a 
school for re-use 

Public 
procurement 
with local 
authorities

Creation of 
100,000 
jobs in 

integration

Donations of non-
food unsold items 
from companies

New EPR sectors 
are beginning 
to organise 
themselves
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Consequences in terms of training 
Faced with this probable future, current approaches to 
training would appear to be unsuitable. The offer is 
insufficient in the field of the circular economy. At the 
same time, while “on the job” training is becoming a 
pedagogical approach developed in-house, the attrac-
tiveness of theoretical training courses seems to be de-
clining among operational, who prefer to learn in an 
empirical fashion from experienced operators. 
For each sector  in the circular economy addressed in 
the study,, one profession has been identified as being 
of particular interest in regard the development of ga-
teway skills. 
• The profession of driver-collector of organic waste, 

responsible for collection, client relations, and un-
loading organic waste. In the current training offer 
for waste collection operatives, little attention is 
paid to the relational aspect of the job. 

• The profession of the disassembly agent, responsible 
for separating materials, taking various approaches 
to the demolition of buildings, and removing ma-
terials with a view to re-employing them at a later 
date. Additional training modules could be develo-
ped for the training of people working in the fields 
of disassembly, demolition and on-site handling. The 
specificity of the disassembly process lies not only in 
its technical aspects (disassembly methods), but also 
in the health & safety issues. 

• The profession of waste reuse officer, responsible for 
analyzing items, repairing them, and dealing with 
client relations and raising awareness during the 
sales process. Additional modules should be deve-
loped for the training of sorting operatives. Client 
relations, running workshops, and IT, are all areas 
which should be developed.


